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Abstract
The eden framework provides tools for the formal modelling and analysis of social-ecological systems and their dynamics. In particular, it features the rr modelling language (for reaction rules) that allows defining systems as Boolean variables and guarded actions to update them. This language is equipped with a compact semantics in terms of Petri nets extended with read-arcs, inhibitor arcs, reset arcs, and transition priorities. Apart from the last one, these extensions can be implemented in standard Petri nets at the price of building bigger nets. In this paper, we extend the rr language with multivalued variables, spatial information inspired by membrane computing, and timing. The resulting language, called mrr (for multivalued rr), is equipped with a compact colored Petri nets semantics extended with only transition priorities.
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1. Introduction
The eden framework has been developed and used in the field of ecology for years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It provides a formal language called rr that can be used to model social-ecological systems, and the tool ecco that allows for analyzing their properties [7, 8]. From the beginning, eden has promoted abstraction as a path to generalization [4, 7, 9]. Indeed, data about ecosystems are often very sparse and trying to model precisely partially known systems leaves gaps that are hard to fill without “forging” new data. By staying with abstract models, it is possible to render available knowledge with an adequate precision, leaving details blur where data is lacking. A typical example is the rendering of a population of animals through a single Boolean variable that can be interpreted as “enough” or “not enough” individuals, according to some threshold, for having an observable effect on the system [9].

However, having only Boolean variables sometimes requires awkward modelling tricks, which leads to the need for multivalued variables. For instance, a population of animals may have distinct effects on the system depending on distinct thresholds that are known to exist even if not precisely quantified. In such a case, we would like to move from “not enough”/“enough” to, for instance, “not enough”/“low”/“high” [9, 10]. Another example where multivalued variables is desired is the modelling of seasons. Having four Boolean variables for the four seasons requires strong modelling discipline in order to ensure that exactly one is on at every state, and at the same time, it makes states more convoluted as four variables have to be examined to read the season [1].

This paper extends the rr language [4, 7, 11] by adding multivalued variables. Doing so, we are able to introduce a representation of time borrowed from [12, 13]. It consists in modelling clocks as counters equipped with ticks that increment them, which has been called causal time because clock ticks may causally depend on other events. Having time is crucial to represent loosely coupled phenomena, for instance one may want to specify that a process always evolves faster than another one, or that two processes have speeds in the same order of magnitude, which is difficult if not impossible without a model of time.
Finally, we further extend \texttt{rr} with a representation of \textit{spatial information} inspired from membrane systems\cite{14, 15} (also called P-systems). This feature has been requested by many users over the years as ecosystems generally present strongly spatialized structures. While this can be rendered with tricks such as prefixing the variables names with the locations they belong to, it quickly leads to awkward and convoluted models. Having this information in the modelling language leads to simpler models that express more naturally and more accurately the ecological knowledge.

In this paper, we thus present the \texttt{mrr} language that extends \texttt{rr} with these three aspects. Both languages use discrete \textit{variables}, with \textit{actions} to model their changes. Actions are split into \textit{rules} and \textit{constraints}, the latter having a higher priority. Actions are composed off a guard on the variables, and a series of assignments to update them. An \texttt{mrr} system consists of as a set of nested \textit{locations} in which the variables and actions are declared. Each action may refer only to the variables in the same location where it was defined, or those in the location that immediately contains it, or those in the locations immediately contained in it. Variables in \texttt{mrr} are allowed to have several initial states, which means that the system itself is analyzed starting from several initial states\cite{16}. But at any state the system can reach, every variable has only a single value. Variables are either single-valuated or array-valuated and may range over Boolean or ranges of integers. \textit{Clocks} may be defined in the top location, each being a time reference responsible for incrementing a set of variables as it ticks. The \texttt{mrr} language is equipped with an operational semantics as well as with a consistent Petri nets semantics. The tool \texttt{ecco}\cite{8, 7}, that implements \texttt{rr} analysis, has been extended to support \texttt{mrr} while preserving its approach and spirit.

The next section describes the syntax and semantics of \texttt{mrr}, with an example to illustrate the operational semantics. Since \texttt{mrr} is an extension of \texttt{rr}, references to the latter will point out where the languages coincide. The Petri nets semantics is defined in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implementation of \texttt{mrr} in \texttt{ecco}, and shows a second example that is quickly analyzed within \texttt{ecco}. Before the conclusion, related works are presented and discussed.

2. Syntax and operational semantics

We start with a presentation of the concrete \texttt{mrr} language, from a modeller’s perspective. The concrete syntax is given for reference in Figure 1, but it is presented more intuitively below. The end of the section will define the language from a more abstract perspective, which will allow giving its formal semantics.

The structure of an \texttt{mrr} file is as follows:

```
1 clocks:
  # here: clocks declarations
2 variables:
  # here: variables declarations
3 # here: locations declarations
4 constraints:
  # here: constraints declarations
5 rules:
  # here: rules declarations
```

Above, \#... are comments that start with \# and end at the end of the line. Every part above is optional and may be skipped, but if a section (e.g. \texttt{variables:}) is used, then it must not be empty, and its whole content should be indented. \texttt{mrr} is using indentation as blocks delimitation like in the Python programming language.

2.1. Clocks

Every clock is declared as \texttt{NAME: description} on a single line. \texttt{NAME} must start with a letter and may continue with letters or digits. The name given to each clock will be used later on to link variables to this clock, in order to indicate that the linked variables have to be incremented when the clock ticks.
system ::= [clocks] model
clocks ::= “clocks:” ↓ → clockdecl+ ↓→
clockdecl ::= NAME “;” DESC ↓
model ::= [variables] location* [constraints] [rules]
variables ::= “variables:” ↓ → vardecl+ ↓→
constraints ::= “constraints:” ↓ → actdecl+ ↓→
rules ::= “rules:” ↓ → actdecl+ ↓→
location ::= “location” NAME [”[” NAT “]” ”;” ↓ → model ↓→
vardecl ::= type NAME “=” “init” “;” DESC ↓
| NAME /[+-]/ ”;” DESC ↓
type ::= scalar [”[” NAT “]”]
scalar ::= ”bool”
| “(” NAME “;” INT “…” INT ”)”
init ::= simpleinit (“ ” simpleinit)∗
simpleinit ::= INT [“…” INT]
| “(” simpleinit (“,” simpleinit)∗ “)”
actdecl ::= [”[”/[^\]+]/ “]” condition (“,” condition)∗
| “>” assignment (“,” assignment)∗ [quantifier] ↓
condition ::= (var | INT) CMP (var | INT)
| var /[+-]/
assignment ::= var /[+-]/ =/ (var | INT)
| var /[+-]/ \\^\+--/
var ::= NAME [”[” index “]”] [”εεε” “φφφ” NAME [”[” index “]”]]
index ::= NAT
| NAME [”+” | ”-” NAT]
quantifier ::= “for” (“any” | “all”) NAME (“,” NAME)∗ (“,” quantifier)∗
NAME ::= /[a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9]*/
NAT ::= /[0-9]*/
INT ::= /[+-]/[0-9]*/
CMP ::= /=|<|=|>|>=|!=/
DESC ::= /[^\n\r]*/

Figure 1: MRR concrete syntax in BNF style, using the following notations: non-terminals, terminals, [optional content], (grouped content), 0-or-more-repetitions*, 1-or-more-repetitions+, ”literal text”, /regular expression/. Moreover, | denotes alternation, ↓ denotes end-of-line, ← denotes the starting of an indented block, and ↓→ its ending. This syntax does not include syntactic constraints that are described in the text.

MRR is using the so-called causal time model of time in which a time reference is just a tick event in the system that increments variables used to measure the passing of time by counting the ticks [12, 13]. In this perspective, one builds chronometers as simple counters that get automatically incremented as time passes, that is, when tick events occur. These chronometers then become the time reference used throughout the model. It has been proved that this approach is a valid representation of time, measured discretely [17]. In MRR, chronometers are built in two steps; first we declare a clock as presented above, then we link a counter to it in order to have it incremented upon clock ticks.

In MRR, clocked variables (i.e. integer variables linked to clocks) are necessarily bounded as MRR only allows finite ranges for every variable. This ensures that every state-space (often called state-transition graph [18, Sec. 1.1] in ecology) is finite, even if it may be so huge that it cannot be computed. This has a consequence that is well known in causal time approaches: when a clocked variable has reached its maximal value, the corresponding tick cannot occur anymore as it would overcome the variable range. So time progression is blocked, but only in appearance. Indeed, when using causal time, two situations become logically equivalent:

• an action will always be taken before the next tick;
• no tick can occur until the action has been taken.
This is also called the *deadline paradox* that disappears when time is treated in a strictly causal way [19]. So, giving a bound to variables is a way to specify structural deadlines, or hard deadlines, which are deadlines that the system cannot violate in any situation. This differs from soft deadlines, or alarms, that are deadlines the system can violate, in which case it will start special behavior in reaction to the violation, like raising an alarm. \texttt{mrr} has provisions to avoid having to manage the structural deadlines that every clocked variable creates. It is possible in \texttt{mrr} to reset a clock variable to a special value \( * \) that lets time pass and ticks occur without changing the clocked variable. So, when a clocked variable is not used to measure anything, it can be set to \( * \), but when one needs to measure the time between two actions, it can be assigned to \( 0 \) in one action and tested in a later action. Structural deadline are directly implemented by the maximum value of clocked variables, and alarms can be implemented as constraints whose priorities guarantee that every violated deadline is detected immediately.

### 2.2. Variables

The simplest form of a variable declaration in \texttt{mrr} is, like in \texttt{rr}, one of:

- \( \texttt{NAME+} \): description to declare a Boolean variable initialized on;
- \( \texttt{NAME-} \): description to declare a Boolean variable initialized off;
- \( \texttt{NAME*} \): description to declare a Boolean variable with two initial states on and off.

More generally, a variable is declared as \texttt{TYPE NAME = INIT: description} where:

- **TYPE**: is the type of the variable, *i.e.* the range of values it can hold, which can be:
  - \texttt{bool} for a Boolean variable,
  - \{MIN..MAX\} for an integer variable ranging from MIN to MAX,
  - \{CLOCK: MIN..MAX\} for an integer variable that is incremented when CLOCK ticks;
- **NAME**: is the name of the variable that is used to refer to it within actions, this name must be unique at the level of the location where it is declared;
- **INIT**: is the set of initial values for the variables:
  - INT specifies a single value,
  - INT..INT specifies a full range of values,
  - INIT|INIT specifies the union of two sets of values,
  - \( * \) specifies the full range of possible values for the variable.

For instance, declaration \texttt{\{0..1\} var = 0: my variable} is equivalent to the shorter declaration \texttt{bool var = 0: my variable} (because Boolean are implemented as 0/1-valuated integers), or the even shorter \texttt{var-: my variable}. Declaration \texttt{\{0..4\} level = 2: a description} is a declaration of a variable called \texttt{level} that ranges between 0 and 4 and is initially set to 2.

Note that, when a variable is clocked, initial value \( * \) has the special meaning that time can pass without changing the variable.

Finally, variables may be declared as arrays by adding \[SIZE\] after their type, where \( SIZE \) is a positive integer value. In such a case, \texttt{INIT} may be a single initialization as above to set all the array to the same initial value, or a sequence of initialization to set different initial values for each cell. For instance \texttt{bool[4] vec = (0, 1, 0, 0): my array} is a declaration of a Boolean array of size 4 whose cells are all initialized to 0 except for the second one that is initialized to 1.

### 2.3. Nested locations

A nested location is declared as follows:
location NAME:
    variables:
        # ...
        # here: further nested locations
    constraints:
        # ...
    rules:
        # ...

location NAME: introduces the new location, and its content is indented and corresponds exactly to
the structure described above for the top location, except that clocks are not allowed here. Contrasting
with the top location that has no name, a nested location is always named, and its name must be unique
at the level of the location where it is declared. It is also possible to declare an array of locations by
adding \[SIZE\] after its name, where \$SIZE\$ is a positive integer value:

location NAME[SIZE]:
    # as previously

Arrays of locations are convenient for declaring several identical locations that will evolve independently
during the execution.

2.4. Actions: constraints and rules

Actions are all declared the same way, but in two separate sections to distinguish between constraints
and rules. The only difference is that constraints execute with a higher priority. Every action is declared
following the same structure \[TAG, \ldots\] COND, \ldots \gg ASSIGN, \ldots QUANT\] where:

• \[TAG, \ldots\] is an optional comma-separated sequence of arbitrary tags that decorate the action,
at the level of mrr they have no special meaning, but they may be used during the analysis;
• \COND, \ldots\] is a mandatory comma-separated sequence of conditions, all of which must be
validated to allow the execution of the action;
• \ASSIGN, \ldots is a mandatory comma-separated sequence of assignments, all of which is per-
formed upon the execution of the action;
• \QUANT\ is a quantification of the free variables used in each \COND or \ASSIGN\ (see below).

A \COND must be one of:

• \VAR OP VAL or \VAL OP VAR\ to compare a variable to a value;
• \VAR OP VAR\ to compare two variables;
• \VAR+ like in rr, that is here a shorthand for \VAR==1 ;
• \VAR- like in rr, that is here a shorthand for \VAR==0 ;

where \OP\ is one of \==, !=, <, >, <=, >=. Every \VAR\ must be either:

• \NAME\ to refer to a variable declared in the same location as the action;
• \NAME[IDX]\ to refer to a cell of an array declared in the same location;
• \NAME@LOC\ to refer to a variable declared in a location named \LOC\ nested immediately inside
that where the action is defined;
• \NAME[IDX]@LOC\ to refer to an array declared in nested location \LOC ;
• \NAME@LOC[IDX]\ to refer to a variable declared in a nested array of locations;
• \NAME[IDX]@LOC[IDX]\ to refer to an array declared in a nested array of locations;
• \NAME@@\ to refer to a variable declared in the enclosing location;
• \NAME[IDX]@@\ to refer to an array declared in the enclosing location.
Then, every \textit{IDX} must be either an integer literal, a free variable (a name that does not refer to a known variable, clock, or location), or a simple expression as \texttt{i+1} or \texttt{i-2} involving a free variable, plus or minus operator, and a constant. We will come back to free variables below.

On the right-hand side of an action, following >>, every \texttt{ASSIGN} must be one of:

- \texttt{VAR = EXPR} to assign a new value expressed by \texttt{EXPR} to \texttt{TARGET} ;
- \texttt{VAR += EXPR} or \texttt{VAR -= EXPR} to perform so-called augmented assignment;
- \texttt{VAR++}, \texttt{VAR--} as shorthands for the longer forms above;
- \texttt{VAR} like in \texttt{rr}, that is here a shorthand for \texttt{VAR=1} ;
- \texttt{VAR} like in \texttt{rr}, that is here a shorthand for \texttt{VAR=0} ;
- \texttt{VAR\*} that is a special form reserved to clocked variables that lets time pass (\textit{i.e.} ticks occur) without changing the variable.

Here \texttt{VAR} is as described for conditions, and \texttt{EXPR} must be either another \texttt{VAR} or an integer.

As presented above, an \textit{IDX} may refer to free variables, \textit{e.g.} we could have an action such as \texttt{array[i]<2 >> array[i]++}. Such an action needs to be completed by a quantifier for \texttt{i} in order to specify its semantics.

First, \texttt{array[i]<2 >> array[i]++ for all i} means that the condition and assignment will be evaluated for all the possible values of \texttt{i}, which depends on the declaration of the array and on its size in particular. Assuming, for instance, that \texttt{array} was declared with size 2, the action above is equivalent to \texttt{array[0]<2, array[1]<2 >> array[0]++, array[1]++} which indeed checks the condition and perform the assignment for all possible \texttt{i}.

Then, \texttt{array[i]<2 >> array[i]++ for any i} means that the condition and assignment will be evaluated using any but only one of the possible values of \texttt{i}. Assuming the same size, this is equivalent to having actually two actions: \texttt{array[0]<2 >> array[0]++, and array[1]<2 >> array[1]++}.

In general, quantifiers may be combined arbitrarily when there is more than one free variable. For instance, \texttt{arr[i]>vec[j] >> tab[k]++ for all i, j, for any k is a valid action assuming arr, vec, and tab are arrays.}

To conclude on arrays within actions, one special free variable \texttt{self} needs no quantification and can be used only from within an array of locations, in which case it refers to the index within the array of the location that executes the action. This is illustrated just below.

### 2.5. Example

Figure 2 shows a system formed of \textit{NUM} nests inhabited by at most \textit{POP} animals. Every animal can leave its nest at any time, and go back to its nest (and not another one) after that. Moreover, the nest cannot be left unoccupied for more than \textit{MAX} time units. Before it is parsed, a .mrr file is preprocessed using the C preprocessor, which allows parametrizing the model by \textit{NUM}, \textit{POP}, and \textit{MAX}.

As \texttt{ecco} allows defining these parameters when loading the model, we wrap default definitions within \texttt{#ifdef / #endif} to avoid unexpected overrides (lines 1 to 9).

Line 12, we declare a clock to measure time throughout the system. Line 15, we declare an array \texttt{out} that holds \texttt{NUM} values within \texttt{0..POP} all initialized to 0, to count the animals outside each nest. Line 17, we declare an array \texttt{nest} of \texttt{NUM} locations, each has one variable \texttt{in} within \texttt{0..POP} that counts how many animals are present inside the nest, which is initialized to \texttt{POP}. Location \texttt{nest} also declares a clocked variable \texttt{time} to measure how long the nest has been left empty, it is initialized with * which is interpreted as “no time is measured” for clocked variables.

Line 23, a rule implements one animal leaving the nest in the case it is not the last one to leave. Note how we use the variable \texttt{self} to increment the cell of \texttt{out} in the top location that corresponds to the nest the animal is leaving. Line 25 is a similar rule but when the last animal leaves the nest, in which case \texttt{time} is set to 0, so that time starts to be counted. Finally, line 29, a rule implements one animal going back to its nest. We use here a free variable \texttt{i} quantified \texttt{any} to choose a nest such that \texttt{out[i]>0}. Note how \texttt{time} is reset to * and \texttt{in} is incremented in the same nest.
clocks:
  tick: unique clock

variables:
  {0..POP}[NUM] out = 0: how many animals from each nest are outside

location nest[NUM]:
  variables:
    {0..POP} in = POP: how many animals are currently in this nest
    {tick: 0..MAX} time = *: how long the nest has been empty
  rules:
    # one animal, that is not the last in the nest, leaves it
    in>1 >> in--, out[self]@@++
    # last animal leaves the nest
    in==1 >> in=0, out[self]@@++, time=0

rules:
  # an animal that is out can go back to the nest it came from
  out[i]>0 >> out[i]--, in@nest[i]++, time@nest[i]* for any i

Figure 2: Example model with nests hosting animals.

This model has a static number of nests and animals in each nest, but this can be changed easily thanks to the \texttt{#define} directives at the beginning. An \texttt{mrr} model is always passed to the C preprocessor before it is parsed, so \texttt{mrr} supports the full range of C preprocessor directives even if not all are meaningful in this context.

2.6. Abstract syntax and flattening

An \texttt{mrr} system and its constituting elements will be formally defined in terms of structures with typed fields, like in programming languages, and we will use the dot notation to access these fields. For instance, if \textit{m} is a structure \textlangle clocks\textbar top\rangle then \textit{m.clocks} and \textit{m.top} are its two fields. We implement value –1 used to assign clocked variables as –1, thus, we assume that the domain of every clocked variable, is augmented with value –1 that does not need to be declared in the concrete syntax but will be present in the abstract syntax so that variables are valued in \(\mathbb{Z}\) instead of in \(\mathbb{N}\). Then, we consider a set \(\mathbb{I}\) of identifiers, \textit{i.e.} arbitrary names including forms like \texttt{nest[0]} that is considered as an identifier. Names can be combined with dots, to form new names, for instance, if \texttt{nest[0]} and \texttt{in} are identifiers, then \texttt{nest[0].in} is also an identifier.

Definition 1 (\texttt{mrr} abstract syntax). A variable is a structure \textlangle name\mid dom\mid init\mid clock\rangle where:

- \textit{name} \(\in\mathbb{I}\);
- \textit{dom} \subseteq \mathbb{Z} is its domain;
- \textit{init} \subseteq \textit{dom} is its set of initial values;
- \textit{clock} \(\in\mathbb{I}\cup\{\perp\}\) is its clock, if any.

A condition is a structure \textlangle left\mid op\mid right\rangle where:
• \( \text{left} \in \mathbb{I} \);
• \( \text{op} \in \{==, !=, <, >, <=, >=\} \);
• \( \text{right} \in \mathbb{I} \cup \mathbb{Z} \).

An expression is a structure \( \langle \text{left}|\text{op}|\text{right} \rangle \) where:

• \( \text{left} \in \mathbb{I} \);
• \( \text{op} \in \{+, -, *, /\} \);
• \( \text{right} \in \mathbb{I} \cup \mathbb{Z} \).

An assignment is a structure \( \langle \text{target}|\text{value} \rangle \) where:

• \( \text{target} \in \mathbb{I} \);
• value is an expression or a value in \( \mathbb{Z} \), the augmented assignments allowed by the concrete syntax are thus here translated to regular assignments.

An action is a structure \( \langle \text{left}|\text{right}|\text{tag} \rangle \) where:

• \( \text{left} \) is a set of conditions;
• \( \text{right} \) is a set of assignments;
• \( \text{tag} \) is arbitrary text.

A location is a structure \( \langle \text{name}|\text{vars}|\text{locs}|\text{cons}|\text{rules} \rangle \) where:

• \( \text{name} \in \mathbb{I} \);
• \( \text{vars} \) is a set of variables;
• \( \text{locs} \) is a set of locations;
• \( \text{cons} \) is a set of actions;
• \( \text{rules} \) is a set of actions.

An mrr system is a structure \( \langle \text{clocks}|\text{top} \rangle \) where:

• \( \text{clocks} \subset \mathbb{I} \);
• \( \text{top} \) is a location such that \( \text{top.name} = \varepsilon \).

An mrr system \( m \) so defined must validate varied constraints, in particular no two items declared at the same level can have the same name. For instance, for every location \( l \), we must have \( \{l.name\}, \{v.name | v \in l.vars\}, \{s.name | s \in l.locs\}, \) and \( m.clocks \) be pairwise disjoint. Moreover, a variable cannot be assigned twice in the right-hand-side of an action. Finally, in an mrr obtained from the concrete syntax, the identifiers involved in actions must be either:

• names of variables defined in the same location as the action;
• names of the form \(.name\) to refer to variables defined in the enclosing location;
• names of the form \( s.name \) to refer to variables defined in a sub-location \( s \).

With respect to the concrete syntax defined in the beginning of the section, the abstract syntax does not provide arrays that are thus unrolled into their components. Thus, a variable \( \text{bool[2]} b \) is considered as two variables \( b[0] \) and \( b[1] \) ranging on \( \{0, 1\} \). And similarly with arrays of locations. In this latter case, \( \text{self} \) is statically replaced with the index of the location when it is unrolled. Moreover, for all and for any are also unrolled by copying the terms in the former case and copying the whole action in the latter case.

Finally, an mrr system can be flattened by defining all its variable in its top-level locations with a name referring to their paths within the nested structures. For instance, the variables in the model from Figure 2 can be flattened as \( \text{out}[0], \text{out}[1], \ldots, \text{nest}[0].\text{in}, \text{nest}[1].\text{in}, \ldots, \text{nest}[0].\text{time}, \text{nest}[1].\text{time}, \ldots \), depending on \( \text{NUM} \). And then actions can also be all defined at the top-level by replacing the variables they involve by their flattened names. Such a flattened system has only a top-location with no nested locations and is much handier to define the operational and Petri nets semantics. Figure 3 shows how the model from Figure 2 is flattened.
• variables:
  - \{name: out[0] | dom: \{0,\ldots,5\} | init: \{0\} | clock: \bot\}
  - \{name: out[1] | dom: \{0,\ldots,5\} | init: \{0\} | clock: \bot\}
  - \{name: nest[0].in | dom: \{0,\ldots,5\} | init: \{5\} | clock: \bot\}
  - \{name: nest[0].time | dom: \{-1,0,\ldots,3\} | init: \{-1\} | clock: tick\}
  - \{name: nest[1].in | dom: \{0,\ldots,5\} | init: \{5\} | clock: \bot\}
  - \{name: nest[1].time | dom: \{-1,0,\ldots,3\} | init: \{-1\} | clock: tick\}

• rules:
  - \{left: \{out[0]>0\} | right: \{out[0]=1, nest[0].in=1, nest[0].time=1\}\}
  - \{left: \{out[1]>0\} | right: \{out[1]=1, nest[1].in=1, nest[1].time=1\}\}
  - \{left: \{nest[0].in=1\} | right: \{nest[0].in=1, out[0]=1\}\}
  - \{left: \{nest[0].in=1\} | right: \{nest[0].in=0, out[0]=1, nest[0].time=0\}\}
  - \{left: \{nest[1].in=1\} | right: \{nest[1].in=1, out[1]=1\}\}
  - \{left: \{nest[1].in=1\} | right: \{nest[1].in=0, out[1]=1, nest[1].time=0\}\}

Figure 3: The variables and rules of the model from Figure 2 once flattened. For readability, conditions and assignments have been kept simplified instead of being fully expanded as structures. Action tags are all empty and thus completely omitted.

2.7. Operational semantics

The state of a flattened mrr system is a vector of integers indexed by its variables. For a state \(s\) and a variable \(v\), we denote by \(s[v]\) the value of \(v\) at state \(s\). From the declarations of these variables, several initial states may be defined. Our example, however, has a unique initial state.

Definition 2 (Operational semantics). Let \(m\) be a flattened mrr. From a state \(p\), an action \(a \in m.top.cons \cup m.top.rules\) is enabled if:

• all the conditions in \(a\).left evaluate to true at \(p\);
• calling \(q\) the state defined by applying onto \(p\) all the assignments in \(a\).right, then we must have \(p \neq q\).

Firing \(a\) in this situation is denoted by \(p \xrightarrow{a} q\), and we say that \(p\) enables \(a\). Moreover, a system may perform time transitions from a state \(p\) if: for every clock \(t \in m.clocks\) and every variable \(v \in m.top.vars\) such that \(v.clock = t\) and \(p[v] \geq 0\), then we must have \(p[v] < \max(v.dom)\); in which case a new state \(q\) is obtained by incrementing all the considered \(p[v] \geq 0\). This is denoted by \(p \xrightarrow{\text{tick}} q\) just like actions firing.

An mrr system \(m\) can generate a state-space that is defined as a graph \((R,A)\) where \(R\) is the set of reachable states and \(A\) is the set of transitions, defined inductively by:

• \(R\) includes the initial states defined in the model;
• for \(p \in R\) and a constraint \(c\) such that \(p \xrightarrow{c} q\), then we have \(q \in R\) and \((p,c,q) \in A\);
• for \(p \in R\) that enables no constraints and a rule \(r\), if \(p \xrightarrow{r} q\), then we have \(q \in R\) and \((p,r,q) \in A\);
• for \(p \in R\) that enables no constraints and a clock \(t\), if \(p \xrightarrow{\text{tick}} q\) then we have \(q \in R\) and \((p,t,q) \in A\);
• if \(p \in R\) enables no actions and no clock ticks, it is called a deadlock.

Figure 4 shows the state-spaces for two simpler variants of the model from Figure 2. These two examples allow seeing how the state-space grows with each parameter, but even small parameters such as \(\text{NUM}=2, \text{POP}=2, \text{MAX}=2\) yield a state-space with 25 reachable states that is hardly readable due to its strong connectivity and three-dimensional structure.

3. Petri nets semantics

In this paper, we define (colored) Petri nets as in [20, Sec. 2.2], with respect to a set of variables \(\mathcal{V}\) ranging on \(\mathbb{Z}\) and a set of expressions \(\mathcal{E} \supset \mathcal{V}\) that includes all the arithmetic and Boolean expressions.
Figure 4: Two state-spaces of the model from Figure 2 with, distinct values of \textit{NUM}, \textit{POP}, and \textit{MAX}. Top (\textit{NUM}=1, \textit{POP}=4, \textit{MAX}=4): states are labelled with \(n:t\) where \(n\) is the number of animals in the nest and \(t\) is the value of \textit{nest[0].time}. Bottom (\textit{NUM}=2, \textit{POP}=2, \textit{MAX}=0): states are labelled with two integers \(n_0/n_1\) where \(n_i\) is the number of animals inside nest \(i\). In both cases, transitions labels are rules short names with information on their origin, as used by the implementation (e.g. \textit{nest[0].R1} is the first rule in \textit{nest[0]}, or \textit{R1[i=1]} is the first rule on the top-location for \(i=1\), and \textit{tick.tick} is a tick of clock \textit{tick}). The notebooks that produce this figures can be played online at https://ecco.ibisc.univ-evry.fr/voila/voila/render/pnse-24/nests-144.ipynb and https://ecco.ibisc.univ-evry.fr/voila/voila/render/pnse-24/nests-220.ipynb.

that \texttt{mrr} can express. Given \(e \in E\), we denote by \texttt{vars}(\(e\)) the subset of variables involved in \(e\). A \textit{binding} of \(e\) is a function \texttt{vars}(\(e\)) \(\rightarrow \mathbb{Z}\) that maps variables to values. Then, we denote by \(\beta(\(e\))\) the evaluation of \(e\) under the binding \(\beta\), which may be a value in \(\mathbb{Z}\) if the evaluation is possible, or an error value \(\bot\) if the evaluation is not possible for one reason or another.

\textbf{Definition 3 (Petri nets).} A Petri net is a tuple \((S, T, \ell)\) where:

- \(S\) is the finite set of places;
- \(T\), disjoint from \(S\), is the finite set of transitions;
- \(\ell\) is a labelling function such that:
  - for all \(s \in S\), \(\ell(s) \subseteq \mathbb{Z}\) is the type of \(s\),
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– for all \( t \in T \), \( \ell(t) \in E \) is the guard of \( t \);
– for all \((x, y) \in (S \times T) \cup (T \times S)\), \( \ell(x, y) \) is a multiset over \( E \) defining the arc from \( x \) to \( y \), the empty multiset implementing to the absence of arc.

A marking of a Petri net \((S, T, \ell)\) is a function \( M \) mapping each place \( s \) to a multiset over \( \ell(s) \). A transition \( t \) is enabled at a marking \( M \) with a binding \( \beta \), which is denoted by \( M[t, \beta] \) if:

- \( M \) has enough tokens: for all \( s \in S \), \( \beta(\ell(s, t)) \leq M(s) \);
- the guard is satisfied: \( \beta(\ell(t)) \) is true;
- place types are respected: for all \( s \in S \), \( \beta(\ell(t, s)) \) is a multiset over \( \ell(s) \).

If \( t \in T \) is enabled at \( M \) with binding \( \beta \) then it may fire yielding a new marking \( M'[s] \) such that for all \( s \in S \), \( M'[s] = M(s) - \beta(\ell(s, t)) + \beta(\ell(t, s)) \). This is denoted by \( M[t, \beta] \). This allows defining the reachability graph (or marking graph) of a Petri net as usual, similarly to the state-space of an \( \text{mrr} \) system, by firing transitions from the initial marking until saturation.

This definition can be extended in two ways:

- adding transitions priorities with two levels to implement constraints and rules: \( T \) is partitioned into \( T_c \cup T_r \) and the firing semantics is modified so that whenever \( M[c, \beta] \) for \( c \in T_c \) then every \( r \in T_r \) is inhibited and cannot be enabled at \( M \);
- forbidding side-loops, i.e. no firing \( M[t, \beta]M \) being allowed; this can be enforced at the semantics level or side-loops can be removed from the marking graph afterward.

To translate a flattened \( \text{mrr} \) system \( m \) into a Petri net, we first consider that it declares only variables \( v \) such that \( v\.init \) is a singleton because Petri nets do not support having multiple initial marking. From this, we can have one reachability graph for each initial state of \( m \), and we can take their union to get a graph that matches the state-space of \( m \). Moreover, we assume a function \([v]\) that translate elements of an \( \text{mrr} \) structure into Petri nets variables or expressions:

- for a variable structure \( v \), \([v]\) is its translation into a Petri net variable;
- for an \( \text{mrr} \) expression \( e (\text{COND or EXPR}) \), \([e]\) is a Petri net expression that implements \( e \);
- for a clock \( k \in \mathbb{N} \), \([k]\) is a Petri net variable that cannot be obtained as \([v]\) for any variable \( v \).

For \( i, t, e \in E \), we shall use ternary if-then-else expressions as \( \llbracket i ? t : e \rrbracket \) that evaluates to \( t \) if \( i \) is true and to \( e \) otherwise.

**Definition 4 (Petri nets semantics of \( \text{mrr} \)).** Let \( m \) be a flattened \( \text{mrr} \) system with a unique initial state. Its Petri net semantics is a Petri net \((S, T, \ell)\), with \( T \) partitioned into \( T_c \cup T_r \), and marked with \( M \) such that:

- \( S = \{s_v | v \in m\.top\.vars\} \) with
  - \( \ell(s_v) = v\.dom, \) and
  - \( M(s_v) = v\.init; \)
- \( T_c = \{t_c | c \in m\.top\.cons\} \) and \( T_r = \{t_r | r \in m\.top\.rules\} \cup \{t_k | k \in m\.clocks\} \) with
  - for all \( a \in m\.top\.cons \cup m\.top\.rules \), \( \ell(t_a) = \bigwedge_{v.e.a\.left}[e] \);
  - for all \( k \in m\.clocks \), \( \ell(t_k) \) is true;
- for all \( t_a \in T \), for all variable \( v \) involved in \( a \), \( \ell(s_v, t_a) = \{[v]\} \) and
  - \( \ell(t_a, s_v) = \{[g.value]\} \) if \( v\.name = g\.target \) for some \( g \in a\.right \),
  - \( \ell(t_a, s_v) = \{[v]\}, \) otherwise;
- for every \( k \in m\.clock \) and every variable \( v \) such that \( v\.clock = k \):
  - \( \ell(s_v, t_k) = \{[k]\}, \) and
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\( \ell(t_k, s_v) = \{\lfloor k \rfloor \geq 0 \mid \lfloor k \rfloor + 1 : k \}\); 

- every \(\ell(x, y)\) not listed above is the empty multiset (no arc).

As an example, Figure 5 shows the semantics of the mrr model from Figure 2.

Given how direct is the translation, it is easy to check that an mrr system and its Petri net semantics are strongly equivalent.

Claim 1. Let \(m\) be a flattened mrr system with one initial state, and \(N\) be its Petri nets semantics. Then, the state-space of \(m\) is isomorphic to the marking graph on \(N\).

Figure 5: The semantics for one nest \(n\) in the model from Figure 2. The places are labelled by the name of the variables and their types have been omitted for readability. Transition \(r_0\) corresponds to the rule from line 29 for \(i = n\); transition \(r_1\) corresponds to the rule from line 23; transition \(r_2\) corresponds to the rule from line 25; transition \(\text{tick}\) implements clock \(\text{tick}\). All the arcs are bidirectional and labelled with pairs \(c \equiv p\) where \(c\) is the token consumed and \(p\) the token produced, which corresponds to one arc labelled by \(\{c\}\) from the place to the transition, and one opposite arc labelled by \(\{p\}\). More nests are obtained by duplicating this net, except for transition \(\text{tick}\) that is shared throughout the whole semantics.

4. Implementation

Eden is equipped with the tool ecco [8, 7] that consists of a Python library intended to be used within Jupyter notebooks [21]. This environment provides the interactivity needed for the incremental analysis of models [7]. Working on a model with ecco supposes to load it and to explore its state-space by building and refining component graphs. These are graphs whose nodes (components) are sets of states linked by the transitions allowing to reach one component from another. Components can be checked against properties (ctl or ecco specific languages), and even split into the states that validate a property and those that do not. Doing so, users keep at hand a graph that provides a representation of the main dynamics of the system with respect to properties of interest [7, 1, 18]. This graph can be kept always readable and can be precisely tuned to progressively answer complex questions that could not necessarily be formulated from the beginning.

The mrr language has been implemented within ecco [8, 7], which yielded surprisingly few changes to its interface. Essentially, as mrr is a generalization of rr, the main changes are in the displays: Boolean variables are still displayed as \(A+\) or \(A-\), but other variables can be displayed as \(B=0\), \(B=1\), \(B=2\), … More generally, the interface has been streamlined and simplified, with more consistency across the various methods provided to users. Under the hood, the symbolic engine based on libddd and libbits [22, 23] has been rewritten to support multivalued variables. This resulted in a tool that is both very familiar and renewed, which led to reimplement the support of rr in ecco on the top of mrr: if loaded with a .rr file, ecco now treats it as a .mrr file after a light preprocessing in order to
accommodate the syntactic differences (in *rr*, variables may be distributed among arbitrarily chosen
sections, while in *mrr* they are all defined within section *variables*). Legacy *rr* support is still
available by naming files with a .1rr extension.

### 4.1. Example

To illustrate how *ecco* can be used with an *mrr* model, we present a new version of the termites colony
model originally presented in [4], extended by considering that the termites may build several nests
(we also removed two variables that where never assigned). The new model is expressed with *mrr* in
Figure 6. It is organized as follows. The top location hosts the interactions between termites and their
ants competitors. At the beginning termites reproductives are present, as well as ants. Reproductives
may start building the first nest, which is modelled as rule *R1* that let them “enter” into location
*nest[0]*, where the rules are exactly those from [4] apart from the interactions with the ants. The
other rules in the top location are:

- **R2**: one nest is fully populated (*i.e.* it has reproductives, workers, and soldiers) and the colony
  spawns into another *nest* location that is currently empty;
- **R3**: ants can kill the termites from all the nests when there are no soldiers;
- **R4**: ants can be killed if there are soldiers in all the nests.

The two last rules are directly adapted from [4], only the first one is really new. Note that *R3* could be
more specific using *for any i* which would allow ants to kill the termites in only one nest that would
have no soldiers. Here, we have chosen a rule that is closer to the original model and corresponds to
considering that the presence of soldiers in some nests is enough to refrain the ants from invading the
region where nests are, so that they cannot kill the termites.

A Jupyter session for this illustration is displayed in Figure 7. To analyze this model, we first load it
into *ecco* (**In[1]**). Note that we use extension .mrr so that *ecco* knows how to interpret the model.
After loading our model, we can build a component graph by calling object *model()* as a function. Its
arguments specify successive splits to perform onto the components:

- starting from a unique component that holds all the reachable states, the first split separates the
  initial states from the rest, which yields a graph with two components (this first property is called
  in *ecco* a topological property);
- this graph is then split w.r.t. the basins of attraction of the deadlocks, *i.e.* the states that necessarily
  lead to deadlocks, which is specified with a formula passed as a string (this syntax is *ecco* specific
  functional properties);
- then, a split is requested w.r.t. the presence/absence of ant competitors (this is actually a very
  simple *ctl* property);
- and finally, a last split extract the convex hulls of strongly-connected components (which is also
  a topological property).

The resulting component graph is saved into variable *g* and then displayed.

It has 6 components, within *ecco*, we can click them and explore their characteristics, which shows
that #1 has a unique state that is the initial state (which is visible from tag ▶ that tells us this component
is exactly the set of initial states). From #1, firing rule *R1* lead to #10, from which the termites may
be killed either by the ants (rule *R3*) or by failing to build a nest (rule *nest[0] .R11*). In both
cases, this leads to #7 that is tagged by □ which means it contains deadlocks. Another path from #10
is to fire *nest[0] .R5* leading to #9 where the system may stay forever. Indeed, tag ≤ tells us that
this component is the convex hull of some SCCs. From #9, termites may die (rules *nest[] .R11* )
or be killed by ants (rule *R3*). From #7 and #9, termites may kill ants (rule *R4*) which is surprising
when starting from #7 because it is reached when termites die. But this can be explained looking at
rule *nest[] .R11* where only reproductives and workers die, so that there may still be soldiers in the
nests. They will die later on because of rule *nest[] .R9* but before they have a chance to kill the ants.
Component #6 is tagged with ◆, which tells us that it is a SCC.
variables:
- Rp+: reproductives in the wild
- Ac+: ant competitors

location nest[NUM]:
variables:
- Rp-: reproductives in the nest
- Wk-: workers
- Sd-: soldiers
- Te-: termitomyces
- Ec-: egg chambers
- Fg-: fungal gardens
- Md-: mound
- Wd-: wood
- Ai-: air of the nest

rules:
- Wk+, Te+ >> Wd-, Ai- # nest[].R1
- Fg- >> Te- # nest[].R2
- Wk+ >> Wd+, Te+, Fg+, Ec+, Md+ # nest[].R3
- Wd- >> Wk-, Te- # nest[].R4
- Rp+ >> Ec+ # nest[].R5
- Rp+, Ec+ >> Wk+ # nest[].R6
- Wk+, Wd+ >> Sd+, Rp+ # nest[].R7
- Md+ >> Ai+ # nest[].R8
- Wk- >> Fg-, Sd- # nest[].R9
- Wk-, Rp- >> Ec- # nest[].R10
- Ai- >> Rp-, Wk-, Te- # nest[].R11

rules:
- # R1: reproductives enter the first nest
  Rp+ >> Rp-, Rp@nest[0]+ # R1
- # R2: if a nest i is fully populated, reproductives may spawn to another one j
  Rp@nest[i]+, Wk@nest[i]+, Sd@nest[i]+, Rp@nest[j]- >> Rp@nest[j]+ for any i, j
- # R3: if there are no soldiers in all nests, ants may kill all the termites
  Ac-, Sd@nest[i]- >> Wk@nest[i]-, Rp@nest[i]- for all i
- # R4: if there are soldiers in all nests, ants may be killed
  Sd@nest[i]+ >> Ac- for all i

Figure 6: mrr modelling of the new termites model.

Cell In[3] allows printing the size of the state space by summing the sizes of the components in g, which is 11,842 states.

Finally, to clarify the dynamics related to the colonizing of new nests, cell In[4] splits the components with respect to the presence or absence of reproductive in each nest. Python syntax g.split(*(...)) calls g.split by passing it the items resulting from comprehension ... as individual parameters. In the comprehension, we build only the two formulas "nest[0].Rp" and "nest[1].Rp", and using a comprehension with string substitution is only useful to demonstrate how this approach scales for more nests. These two formulas are strings (hence "...") quotes) with inside "..."-quoted atoms as the ctl syntax used in ecco requires complex atoms to be quoted. By exploring the components, we can see that #16 and #18 have nest[0].Rp on, while #12 and #14 have nest[1].Rp on, and #15 and #17 have both variables on. From #15 it is possible to fire R3 (ants kill termites), but this is no more possible from #17 where ants have been killed. Otherwise, the dynamics between #12/#15/#16 on the one hand, and #14/#17/#18 on the other hand are similar, so we focus on the former group. The system enters #16 from #10 when the first nest starts to be constructed. Then it may oscillate between...
Figure 7: Jupyter session for the termites example. Python inputs are numbered with prompts like `In[...]`, and their output, if any, are numbered with corresponding prompts `Out[...]`. For the sake of quality, the inputs and outputs are not screenshots but exports from Jupyter, with no editing. This notebook can be played online at https://ecco.ibisc.univ-evry.fr/voila/voila/render/pnse-24/termites.ipynb?.
#12/#15/#16 depending on how termites in one nest die from the lack of fresh air (nest[j].R11) or termites in one nest spawn to the other one (R2 instantiated with i=0, j=1 or i=1, j=0). Tag o on components #12 and #16 tells us that they contain some SCCs but they are not SCCs themselves.

We shall not push further this analysis because it is already sufficient to see that the spirit and principles of ecco as presented in [7] are preserved: analysis is still based on component graphs that can be refined through incremental splits, which allows building readable representations of large state-spaces, targeted towards specific questions, that could not be easily obtained without this interactive environment.

5. Related works and discussion

The rr modelling language has been developed on the basis of a theory of social-ecological systems requiring to grasp their cores and inner structures. The rr syntax is summarizing the interaction network of each system which we need to compute its qualitative and coarse-grain dynamics. Such a long term system dynamics is conveniently modeled by a qualitative and abstract representation of the system [24, 4, 6]. MRR is thus not proposed as a replacement of rr, but really as an extension, and the language has been indeed designed to this aim. Extending a Boolean formalism in the three directions we proposed (multivalued variables, time, and space) is, to the best of our knowledge, very original. It is more usual to proceed one direction at a time, and we consider them separately in the following.

Extending a Boolean formalism to support multivalued variables is classical, for instance this was made in [25] for Boolean regulatory networks. Equipping such extended formalisms with a colored Petri semantics is also classical, for instance, the semantics proposed in [26] for regulatory networks is similar to ours: it defines one place for each variable and one transition for each function. The main difference comes from the underlying formalisms: while regulatory networks have only one function to compute the next state of one variable, we may have multiple actions changing multiple variable at a time. Similar translations may be found in many works, e.g. [27, 28]. Using this translation scheme allows then relying on a translation from colored Petri nets to standard Petri nets (often called unfolding, which is ambiguous w.r.t. McMillan’s unfolding [29]). Another classical translation scheme is to use standard Petri nets and pairs of complementary places to implement the variables, see e.g. [30]. Both techniques solve the problem to exactly check the value of a variable, which reduces to zero-test. In [7], we solved this problem using inhibitor- and reset-arcs in a compact semantics, or using pairs of complementary places in an alternative equivalent semantics [11]. From this perspective, the Petri nets semantics of MRR is not conservative w.r.t. to the Petri nets semantics of rr.

Extending an untimed formalism to support time is also classical. In this work we have chosen causal time and our extension is very similar to what was made in [13] to extend the Petri Box Calculus [31] with causal time. The main difference, apart from the formalisms that are very dissimilar, is that MRR allows the use of several clocks. There are of course lots of formalisms extended with continuous time, including Petri nets. We felt more relevant to propose a discrete timing model that is consistent with the abstract perspective promoted in Eden [7, 9]. Considering we have introduced multivalued variables, the causal time approach then almost comes “for free”, and has a very light impact on the Petri nets semantics (we just need to add one transition per clock). However, we know that introducing causal time yields extra combinatorial explosion in the state-spaces. Indeed, for each clocked variable in a range [0, d], every intermediate count 0 ≤ c ≤ d may be enumerated in the state-space. If several such variables are considered, these enumerations will combine and yield even more combinatorics. Ecco makes use of a symbolic representation of the components based on data decision diagrams [32], which should fight efficiently this combinatorial explosion. Moreover, we already observed on rr modelling that combinatorial explosion is often a strong incentive towards abstraction when the state-space of Boolean models with too many variables cannot be computed. Having to deal with a limit of what can be computed leads to think more thoroughly to what should be included or not in the model, and how available knowledge should be represented or abstracted away. So, we believe that this will be also the case for timed models, and that the extra combinatorial explosion they bear will lead to a qualitative...
approach of time representation, where durations are more used as orders of magnitude for the relative speeds of processes, rather than actual measures of time passing.

Extending a formalism with a representation of space is probably much less classical than with multivalued variables or time, and spatial information is usually built-in from the beginning as a prominent feature of a formalism. (See [33] for a survey of space-enabled formalisms in systems biology.) However, this was made in [34] to extend Boolean networks with an abstract notion of space (modelling the topology rather than the geometry). This was pushed further in [35] to allow the dynamicity of the topology, using algebraic representations of it. Inspired from this approach, a first attempt to introduce space in \texttt{rr} systems was performed, leading to a language featuring a complex representation of space, with even more complex queries in order to access the variables distributed into distinct locations [36]. This language was transpiled to \texttt{rr}, allowing to analyze the modelled systems in \texttt{ecco}. This implementation has not been publicly released because we felt it is far too complex to be adopted by ecologists. Such a complexity however, does not exist with wide-spread formalisms as membrane systems [14, 15]. The main difference is that, when a complex representation of spaces allows to directly access information distributed in distant locations, simpler representations lead to explicitly model the routing of information through rules added to the model. This result in models that are less compact, but more explicit and easier to understand. Moreover, this lets modelers express more precisely the information flow, in ways that may not have been anticipated in the hard-wired routing provided at language-level. For instance, rule \texttt{R2} in the termites model from Figure 6 (termites spawn to another nest) could have been implemented differently, e.g. with a rule inside location \texttt{nest} that would send new reproductives outside, and a more generic version of rule \texttt{R1} allowing reproductives to enter any empty nest. Distinct implementations would express slightly different ways of modelling the same observed behavior, leading to similar or distinct trajectories, with similar or distinct conclusions on the studied system, which is exactly where the expertise of modelers gets expressed.

6. Conclusion and future works

We presented the \texttt{mrr} language that is an extension of the existing \texttt{rr} language for the formal modelling of social-ecological systems. \texttt{mrr} extends \texttt{rr} in several ways: first, it adds multivalued variables, including statically-sized arrays; then, it adds time as clock ticks incrementing counters; finally, it adds spatial organization of the model as nested locations. The syntax of \texttt{mrr} has been presented and illustrated with examples, and its formal semantics has been defined in terms of rules operating on a flattened version of a system (\emph{i.e.} with a unique location). Then, a colored Petri nets semantics of \texttt{mrr} has been provided, which is consistent with the operational semantics and opens the way for Petri net based analysis. Finally, we presented the implementation of \texttt{mrr} in \texttt{ecco} tool, and illustrated its usage on a concrete example adapted from our early works on \texttt{rr}.

As discussed above, extending \texttt{rr} to \texttt{mrr} leads to several sources of increased combinatorial explosion. While this is interesting as an incentive to keep models abstract, it is sometimes desirable to introduce more details when more data is available about the system being modelled. Multivaluated variables are perhaps the least of our concerns because \texttt{ecco} is built on the top of data decision diagrams that already deal efficiently with them. Introducing spaces is not specifically a source of combinatorial explosion, but having arrays of locations is a way to quickly grow the size of a model. See for instance our termites example with two nests that has 11,842 states when the same model with a unique nest only has 110 states (and note that $110^2 = 12,100 \approx 11,842$ which is consistent with the fact that two nests evolve largely independently of one another). One future direction will be to consider hierarchical data decision diagrams, called set decision diagrams, which are known to be an efficient way of factoring the states of similar sub-systems into shared sub-diagrams [37].

Clocked variables introduced by the causal time approach are however more specific than multivalued variables. For instance, in our first example from Figure 2, the intermediate counts between 0 and \texttt{MAX-1} do not constrain the system. Only when one \texttt{nest[].time} reaches \texttt{MAX} the system is constrained and animals are forced to go back to the nest before time can pass again. This is well known in timed systems
where only the constants that are compared to time measures are meaningful, which led to symbolic representations of time-states such as zones [38], bounded difference matrices and variants [39], among other approaches. A specific approach was developed in the case of Petri nets with causal time, using dual states representation with the marking on the one hand, and clock counters on the other hand, which allowed to produce aggregated state-spaces [40]. Adapting one or another of these methods to MRR will be an interesting challenge as it may lead to combine two symbolic representation of states: decision diagrams for data, and potentially another representation for time.

Analyzing RR models is also possible using Petri nets unfoldings à la McMillan as in [41, 42], which allows for causal analysis that is hard to perform using state-oriented component graphs. This was actually a strong motivation for proposing a Petri net semantics for MRR, and future work will be dedicated to explore how the semantics we proposed, based on colored Petri nets, will be usable to perform unfolding-based analysis.

Last but not least, MRR has been created with the aim it will be used by ecologists and other environmental scientists (e.g. sociologists or economists), to conduct studies on social-ecological systems, just like RR has been already, either from a theoretical or from a practical perspective. Next steps in this direction will be to work with ecologists in order to help them become familiar with this new language and the changes it led to make in Ecco. In this perspective, having MRR be an extension of RR will certainly help and allow a progressive transition from one language to another.
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